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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT SIX

Project Advisory Team (PAT) Number 1- Meeting Summary 

Project: 

State Road (SR) 5/US 1/Dixie Highway 

from SR 992/SW 152 Street/Coral reef Drive to SR 9/I-95 

Planning Study 

Project Manager: 

Tyler Peter 

Purpose of PAT: 

The PAT was scheduled to provide its members the opportunity to be directly engaged in the Planning 

Development phase, as well as provide feedback regarding possible solutions to the traffic conditions 

along the US 1 corridor. PAT members involved include key stakeholders from the community, as well as 

staff from various agencies. 

Date/Time/Location of meeting: 

Wednesday, May 24, 2017, 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., Coral Gables War Memorial Youth Center, 405 

University Drive, Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Elected Officials attendees: 

N/A 

Attendees: 

Please view sign-in sheets. 

Media Involvement:  

N/A. 



Key items discussed: 

Presentation and Overview: 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn began by introducing herself and explaining the purpose of the meeting: 
to identify the needs of the US 1 Corridor, with respect to which types of transportation 
improvements should be invested in and why. Ms. Josselyn explained that the meeting would focus on 
what issues these improvements would aim to resolve.  

After the introductions of the PAT members, Ms. Josselyn stated the limits of the planning study and 
listed the municipalities included in them. Ms. Josselyn then identified heavy congestion as a major 
issue. She also said that this study was taking into account the findings of previous studies done along 
the corridor. She then proceeded to detail the project study timeline, which started in August 2016 
and will end in February 2018. Ms. Josselyn went on to state that spreading the word about the study 
was important, and that members should feel encouraged to talk to their peers about the issues and 
enhancements along the corridor. 

Jessica Keller: Ms. Keller asked if the team would be providing marketing materials,such as the 
presentation, that they could help distribute.  

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn responded that marketing materials would be provided at a later date, 
but that the presentation was more for the PAT members. She then elaborated that the public would 
be receiving something less technical, like a survey of the corridor. Ms. Josselyn then went on to 
explain the three phases of the study: 1) Purpose and Need 2) List of Alternatives 3) Chosen 
Alternative. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano proceeded to give an overview of some of the typical sections of the 
corridor. He stated the overview was going to provide data on the corridor that was based on land 
uses. Mr. Romano gave a description of the area by stating that there was a busway on the western 
side of the corridor, three trafiic lanes in each direction throughout the corridor, a multi-use path that 
transitioned into the Underline, and sidewalks throughout the entire area. He stated that north of the 
Dadeland area, Metrorail lines the rest of the corridor, and that traffic lanes and the amount of right 
of way narrow going northbound on the corridor. Mr. Romano stated that crossings and access 
become an issue past the NW 27 Avenue segment of the corridor, especially on the eastern side 
where there is no sidewalk.  

Mr. Romano then proceeded to give an overview of the conditions of the study area. He said that the 
team had analyzed the existing road conditions, as well as the corridor’s parcel data, such as building 
and land values. He stated that the team found that most of the corridor had a high potential for 
redevelopment, which probably stemmed from the need to update buildings to reflect the rising cost 
of living. Mr. Romano stated that there would be a 33% increase in employment and 25 % increase in 
population in the study area by 2040, with a majority concentrated in Dadeland and South Miami 
areas.  

Mr. Romano went on to to talk about the social equity challenges the county faces and cited a Florida 
International University (FIU) study that concluded that US 1 has the highest level of socio-economic 
distress in the county. He then spoke about the project team’s findings on people’s commuting habits 
and how within a mile of the study area, 10% are choosing to ride, walk or take mass transit, a higher 
percentage than the county as a whole. Mr. Romano said that these findings show that more people 



are choosing to live in areas where they can walk, bike or take mass transit, and cited the figure as 
impressive given the fact that most of these people have access to vehicles. Mr. Romano stated that 
the team wanted to see this trend continue, especially since issues like congestion would worsen as 
more people chose to live in the area. 

Mr. Romano stated that 165,000 people work in the study area, a figure that indicated that 10 % of 
the County’s employment was located within a mile of the corridor. He also stated that most people 
who live in the study area either work near the corridor or in downtown. Mr. Romano went on to give 
data on commuter traffic within the corridor: only 2% travel the entire length; at least half the trips 
are under 3 miles; and 90% of the trips are under 7 miles. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn then proceeded to talk about driving conditions, stating that the project 
team worked with FDOT to monitor traffic in 13 locations along the corridor, using a bluetooth 
machine that read information off of cell phones. She stated that the team collected data for eight 
months and offered that FDOT would be happy to share this information if anyone wanted to access 
it. 

Alia Awwad: Ms. Awwad stated that she would go over the driving conditions based on the data that 
was collected. She said that it takes about an hour to go through the corridor during peak hours. She 
also stated that the peak direction in the morning went northbound while in the afternoon it went 
southbound. Ms. Awwad said that the team had also analyzed the traffic conditions of Ponce de Leon 
Boulevard, and that the level of service, overall, seemed to be acceptable, with the exception of the Le 
Jeune Road intersection. She stated that US 1 was a high-traffic volume corridor and it ranged 
between 52,000 to 100,000 annual average vehicles. She stated that it was worth noting that at the 
Snapper Creek intersection the volume dropped by about 30,000 vehicles. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn added that there seemed to be a very big peak of congestion for the 
corridor most of the time, but that the peak commuting hours saw the largest spike. When analyzing 
peak and off-peak solutions however, she noted that congestion affected most of the areas on the 
corridor. 

Alia Awwad: Ms. Awwad talked about drivers’ key destinations, stating that in the morning most 
people were going to downtown or Coral Gables, and that in the afternoon most commutes were 
short trips, which she said was an important indicator on how best to explore multi-modal options. 
She stated that midday traffic data was also collected but that overall the level of service at that time 
was more acceptable. She stated that the average travel speed during the peak AM and PM hours was 
slower than during the midday. 

Veronica Altuve: Ms. Altuve asked if the analysis included Ponce de Leon Boulevard and SW 57 
Avenue. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn responded that while she could not recall the exact limits she could 
obtain that information for Ms. Altuve. She added that during the stakeholder interviews the team 
heard that neighborhood cut-throughs were becoming more of an issue, and that this was something 
the team would be able to document and that the members could talk about with their respective 
communities. 



Chris Romano: Mr. Romano began to talk about safety and said that the team analyzed the crashes 
that happened between 2011 and 2015. He stated that there were approximately 10,000 crashes. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn added that this figure gave the US 1 corridor the worst crash record the 
team had ever seen in terms of frequency, which was not surprising given that US 1 is one of the 
county’s busiest corridors. 

Jessica Keller: Ms. Keller asked if this 10,000 figure represented the total number of crashes, or only 
those during peak hours. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano responded that this figure represented the total number of crashes. He 
added that the team did not have the number of crashes broken down by peak hours in the 
presentation slide, but that they could obtain this statistic, and that he would get back to Ms. Keller. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian stated that most crashes occurred in the afternoon and early evening. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano went on to state that of the approximate 10,000 crashes in the study 
area, 60 % were rear-end collisions, which seemed to indicate that they were related to congestion. Of 
these 10,000 crashed, there were 24 fatalities, with 22% of the crashes resulting in injuries. This 
figure, he stated, was low. 

Jessica Keller: Ms. Keller asked if the crash rate had increased in recent years. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian responded that the rate had been gradually increasing over a five-
year period. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano added that the majority of the crashes occurred with younger drivers. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn added that these crashes involving younger people may or may not 
have been phone-related. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian added that while the team’s conclusions were based on an early 
review of the data, a majority of the crashes occurred in the University of Miami area, and the I-95 
segment of the corridor, which could perhaps be attributed to the speed deferential when entering 
the corridor from the highway. 

Mayra Diaz: Ms. Diaz asked why more people are not traveling using bicylcles. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian responded that this might be related to the narrow side streets which 
makes getting to bike facilities difficult.  

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano brought up the point that crossing is also difficult, especially on an 
intersection like Sunset Drive and US 1, which the team attempted to cross. 

Veronica Altuve: Ms. Altuve pointed out that in theory the M-Path is safe, but that in order to access 
the M-Path, the US 1 Corridor had to be crossed. 



Yolanda Takesian: Ms Takesian stated that there were 61 bicycle crashes and only one was fatal, 
which indicated that the severity of the crashes was not what they had expected to see. 

Jessica Keller: Ms. Keller asked if FDOT was still conducting a project that analyzed Ponce de Leon 
Boulevard. 

Tyler Peter: Mr. Peter gave a description of the study, stating that from Ponce de Leon to Douglas 
Road there are intersections with strange angles and the FDOT project aims to reduce the angles of 
some of these intersections. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian stated that this sounded like a safety project. 

Tyler Peter: Mr. Peter agreed. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn said that the team is concluding that safety is a huge issue. She said that 
as the team looks at the safety studies in the next phase they will look more closely at what is already 
being done and determine the compatibility of the team’s study with these other studies. 

Cindy Lerner: Ms. Lerner asked if the team distinguished red light cameras where the rear-end crashes 
occurred. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn responded that they did not. 

David Henderson: Mr. Henderson asked if the crash data distinguished the crashes that occurred on 
US 1 and Ponce de Leon Boulevard. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano responded that the crash data only looked at crashes on US 1. Mr. 
Romano said that the data showed that there were more crashes on the northern section of the 
corridor, but that there were more fatalities in the southern section. He stated that he was not able to 
determine exactly why that was happening just yet. The fact that the crossings are different in various 
sections of the corridor might have to do with this. Mr. Romano mentioned that the second phase of 
the study will take the other safety studies into account and build on them. 

Mr. Romano stated that the team also conducted multi-modal levels of service. He said that the team 
conducted a high-level analysis using software but they felt that these findings did not accurately 
reflect what was going on in the corridor. The team, he said, would be taking a more qualitative 
approach in the future to get a better assessment. 

Mr. Romano then talked about transit, and stated that premium transit and bus service were readily 
available on the corridor. 

Vinod Sandanasamy: Mr. Sandanasamy asked if the team had made a count of pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn responded that while they did not have a limitless budget for the data 
collection there were a good majority of the intersections where they were able to separate 
pedestrian and bicycle counts and that members were welcome to that data. 



Vinod Sandanasamy: Mr. Sandanasamy asked if they had any historical data. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn responded that the historical pedestrian/bicycle information was more 
limited but that a lot of new data was collected.  

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano said that this information was not in the slides however. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn said that the information included mostly data on the types of 
pedestrian/bicycle facilities and how close they are to traffic as opposed to volume.  

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano mentioned the transit system and that there is, at least theoretically, 
good access to transit. He pointed to the slides on the presentation whoch showed where transit 
could be accessed by pedestrians. Mr. Romano then stated that the team looked at what transit is 
connected to US 1, and that they found that while there is frequent service along US 1, the service 
connecting to the corridor is less frequent. He stated that there is high ridership at Dadeland North 
and South, twice as high as the station with the next high ridership. He stated that there is high 
Metrorail demand during peak hours, which can result in standing room only conditions. 

Cindy Lerner: Ms. Lerner asked if they noticed that the trend in ridership was going down. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian said that they did not get into trends, but that lower ridership is a 
trend that is happening nationally. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano said that it was important to note that FDOT did not control transit 
activities. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn added that much of this information will help FDOT have more impact 
on access to transit. She said that FDOT was working with its partners to improve access to transit. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano said that the team conducted an analysis of the Park and Ride stations 
along US 1. They concluded, he said, that these stations are heavily utilized, particularly at the end of 
the line stations, which are ususally 90% occupied, and sometimes 100% occupied. Dadeland North 
and Dadeland South stations, he said, were full. He said that further north along the corridor, the Park 
and Ride stations were less utilized. He said that the Underline was transforming what was going on 
underneath Metrorail and were making a large effort into improving the north/south connection for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. Mr. Romano said that FDOT could help connect people to the Underline 
and Metrorail. Walking and bicycling conditions, he said, were generally good but that there were no 
bike lanes on the east side of the corridor and some of the sidewalks were more narrow (near Douglas 
Road), which created an uncomfortable position for pedestrians. He stated that connecting streets 
were not as great and that this needed to be improved in order to provide better access to the 
corridor. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn stated that creating pedestrian environments within Park and Ride 
stations was important.  

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano said that they conducted a high-level analysis of getting across US 1, 
looking at barriers and opportunities in the area. There were some major barriers, he said, such as 
highways and roads. 



David Henderson: Mr. Henderson said that the team had some great opportunities to do a 
comparison of the overpass of Douglas Road and its utilization versus the at-grade crossing, as a way 
of evaluating the usefulness of grade separation in accessing stations. 

Mr. Romano: Mr. Romano responded that while they did not have the budget to conduct this analysis 
in their study, they could refer it to the project manager who can then take it up the chain. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn stated that they were working with Ken Jeffries separately on some of 
these items. 

Chris Romano: Mr. Romano then talked about the bike network, stating that it is disconnected, and 
that there were issues with access for bicyclists. The team, he said, also identified some crossing 
needs along the corridor, using information gleaned from listening sessions and stakeholder 
interviews. The major head/bike crashes, he stated, were happening near the University of Miami, but 
that the northern corridor saw more head/bike crashes as a whole. There were however, he added, 
more fatalities on the southern section of the corridor. 

Yolanda Takesian: Ms. Takesian began talking about needs, such as those related to congestion, and 
increasing the efficiency of auto trips along the corridor. She said that this information was on the 
worksheets that had been distriuted to members earlier. She said that the team will use the proposed 
needs on the worksheet as a screening process to determine what criteria they need to be looking at 
and measuring to go forward and provide solutions. This will help the team analyze trade-offs that 
may address a need, but create a problem somewhere else. She asked if the members could get 
together and identify what were their highest priorities on the worksheet. She also asked the 
members to identify if anything was missing from the worksheet. She then divided the members into 
several groups of four. 

The members discussed the various needs amongst themselves for about 20 minutes, including: 1) 
increased efficiency of auto trips along US 1 2) reduced auto crashes (particularly rear end, angle, left-
turn and sideswipe crashes) 3) increased safety and convenience for pedestrians and bicyclists 4) 
improved access to Metrorail and Metrobus by all modes and 5) supporting development that attains 
high walk, transit and bicycle use. Members also prioritized what the objectives for each need should 
be. 

Results: 
NEED: Increase efficiency of auto trips along US 1 
 

• 2 out of 14 members said the objective should be to manage congestion along US 1 for local 
access to/from regional expressways (I-95, Snapper Creek and Palmetto Expressway). 

• 1 out of 14 members said the objective should be to manage congestion along US 1 for 
local/shorter distance trips to destinations along US 1. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce signal-related congestion. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to provide opportunities for local trip-
making without accessing US 1. 

 
NEED: Reduce auto crashes (particularly rear end, angle, left-turn and sideswipe crashes 
 

• 0 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce speed differentials at entrance 
and exit ramps on I-95 and regional expressways. 



• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce speeds particularly where 
pedestrians are present (e.g. at the University). 

• 4 out of 14 members said the objective should be to provide business access from side 
streets. 

• 2 out of 14 members said the objective should be to manage and reduce private property 
access from US 1. 

• 3 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce the number of direct business 
access points along US 1. 

• 4 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce uncontrolled left-turn 
movements. 

NEED: Increase safety and convenience for pedestrian and bicyclists 

• 4 out of 14 members said the objective should be to provide frequent and safe at-grade 
pedestrian crossings at appropriate locations. 

• 2 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase safety education for University 
students and others unfamiliar with corridor conditions. 

• 1 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase the visibility of pedestrian and 
bicycle crossing locations to motorists. 

• 0 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase and improve connections to the 
Underline from local streets. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase convenience and safety for 
pedestrians crossing and traveling along US 1. 

• 0 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase comfortable and convenient 
connections in areas with concentrations of socio-economically distressed residents. 

• 3 out of 14 members said the objective should be to provide visible crossing of US 1 for 
bicyclists as part of a connected system of low stress routes. 

• 1 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase travel options to encourage 
attractiveness to car-light and car-free lifestyles. 

NEED: Improve Access to Metrorail and Metrobus by all modes 

• 4 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce the “first/last mile” barriers to 
using transit. 

• 0 out of 14 members said the objective should be to reduce out of direction travel to/from 
station área destinations. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to address high parking demand with 
managed parking supply at premium transit stations. 

• 2 out of 14 members said the objective should be to improve pedestrian environment within 
immediate station zone. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase efficiency of local shuttles and 
bus service using transit priority treatments on FDOT facilities. 

NEED: Support development that attains high walk, transit and bicycle use 

• 1 out of 14 members said the objective should be to minimize adverse impacts to existing 
neighborhoods. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to encourage mixed-use development. 



• 2 out of 14 members said the objective should be to increase opportunities to share and 
manage parking supply. 

• 6 out of 14 members said the objective should be to require connected, complete streets in 
new development. 

• 4 out of 14 members said the objective should be to encourage walkability in new and re-
development projects. 

• 5 out of 14 members said the objective should be to require development designed for safe 
and convenient pedestrian access and circulation.  

Jessica Josselyn: After the groups finished their discussions of the worksheet, Ms. Josselyn thanked 
the members for coming and asked the groups to turn in any comments they had and to take business 
cards. 

 

 

 

Action items: 

None. 

Other information / notes: 

None. 
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INTRODUCTIONS & 
ICEBREAKER1



Three words describing 
my vision for the future 
of US 1:____________
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OVERVIEW OF SCOPE AND 
SCHEDULE FOR THE STUDY2



Traverses the following 
communities and jurisdictions:
 City of Miami
 City of Coral Gables
 City of South Miami
 Community of Kendall
 Village of Pinecrest
 Village of Palmetto Bay

 Town of Cutler Bay
 City of Homestead
 Florida City

STUDY AREA

6

Serves the following 
communities south of the study 
limits:

Legend
City Limit
Study Corridor
Study Area



 US 1 is an important north-south 
corridor in Miami-Dade County, 
linking residential communities to 
Miami’s urban core.

 The corridor is a six (6) lane 
divided facility within the study 
area, carrying between 69,000 and 
97,000 vehicles per day with 
significant recurring congestion. 

 The existing level of congestion 
along the corridor has significant 
impacts to commuting travel times, 
the environment, and overall 
quality of life. 

 Dense development patterns and 
the adjacent transit facilities 
eliminate the possibility of 
significant widening along the 
corridor to increase capacity due to 
the lack of available right-of-way. 

 A number of studies, including the 
Underline Study and the Miami-
Dade TPO's South Link Study, have 
been conducted on the corridor 
with the aim to meet the needs of 
local neighborhoods, business 
centers, and modes. 

 The US 1 Corridor Study aims  to 
unify these efforts, taking into 
consideration prior 
recommendations and current 
conditions to present recommended 
improvements that address the 
needs of all users. 

 As a final product, the study will 
identify conceptual improvements 
along the SR 5/US 1 corridor.

ABOUT US 1

7



STUDY BACKGROUND

8

 US 1 was identified as a top priority corridor in the 
2013 FDOT Listening Session
 Heavy traffic congestion issue

 Specific intersections identified: Coral Reef Drive, Kendall 
Drive, SW 72nd Street, Bird Road, SW 132nd

 Signal timing improvements needed
 Focus on walking, biking, and transit 

enhancements/improvements
 Safer pedestrian facilities and US 1 crossings
 Complete the pedestrian and bicycle network

 Connections between Old Cutler Bay Trail to US 1 
 Bird Road bicycle facilities 
 To/from Jackson South Community Hospital

 Extend Metrorail from Dadeland to Homestead



1
Corridor Data Collection and Existing Conditions

2
Project Purpose and Need

3
Prepare Traffic and Transit Ridership Forecasts

4
Prepare Conceptual Alternative Strategies, Evaluation, and 
Analysis

5
Develop Recommendations and Final Report

OVERVIEW OF SCOPE
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STUDY TIMELINE
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OUTREACH SCHEDULE
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PROJECT ADVISORY TEAM 
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES3



PROJECT ADVISORY TEAM (PAT) 
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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Provide Information and Data

Provide Input to the Project Team

Share Information with Your Agency or Municipality

Help get word out to constituents

Provide guidance for interacting with Commissions 
and City departments

Act as a Feedback Loop to the PAC and Project Team



PUBLIC AND AGENCY 
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY4



 Proactive process

 Provides a variety of opportunities for interested 
parties 

 Creates a meaningful process that is 
collaborative 

 Facilitates effective communication about how 
public contribution influences decisions

 Continuously evaluated and improved

 Gives underrepresented communities a voice

PUBLIC AND AGENCY 
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

15



PHASE 1 KEY QUESTIONS

16

1. What is the purpose and need for future 
investment in the corridor?

2. What problems are we trying to solve?

3. What are the issues, opportunities, goals and 
objectives?

4. What are the community needs and vision for 
this corridor?

 Held one-on-one interviews in November 2016
 Over 50 stakeholders interviewed

 Public agencies, businesses, hospitals, schools, 
etc.



17

 Land Use
 Transit-oriented development focus
 Important retail, commercial, and employment corridor
 Both low and high mix of densification desires across 

communities
 Desire for more green space and parks

 Transit
 Desire for better, more reliable transit service

 Pedestrian and Bicycle
 Safe and convenient US 1 crossings are a high priority
 The network is fragmented
 Roadway design and operations prioritize vehicles
 Effectiveness, utility and aesthetics are very important

 Traffic
 Saturated over long period of time
 Signal timing and left-turn spillback issues
 Cut through issues call for traffic calming

 Incorporate Sustainability & Preserve Neighborhood 
Character

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS



PHASE 2 KEY QUESTIONS

18

1. Which alternatives best meet our corridor needs?

2. What are the benefits, impacts, and costs of each 
alternative?

3. What are the potential mobility vs. livability 
trade-offs with each alternative?

4. Are there potential conflicts between local and 
regional vision for the corridor?

5. Which alternatives promote the livability goals of 
the communities along the corridor?



PHASE 3 KEY QUESTIONS

19

1. Which alternatives and actions do we want to 
carry forward?

2. What implementation and funding strategies 
should we use to advance the preferred 
alternative?

3. What are the specific recommended actions to be 
taken by each implementing agency?



EXISTING CONDITIONS, KEY 
FINDINGS, + PRIORITIES5
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SW 98TH ST TO 67TH AVE
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67TH AVE TO CABALLERO BLVD
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CABALLERO BLVD TO RIVIERA DR
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RIVIERA DR TO BIRD AVE
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BIRD AVE TO 27TH AVE
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27TH AVE TO I-95
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EMERGING CENTERS
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Future Land Use
City Limit
Single-Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
RecreationSource: Miami-Dade County GIS, 2017

 Land Uses Densifying Around Metrorail + 
Near Downtown Miami

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail



EMERGING CENTERS

29

Development 
Potential

City Limit
Public (V/U)
Vacant
Potentially Redevelopable 
ParcelsSource: Florida Department of Revenue, 2016

 High potential for redevelopment along the 
corridor 
(building value<=40% of total value)

 There are large parcels of publicly owned and/or 
vacant land

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail



EMERGING CENTERS

30

Employment Change
2010 - 2040

City Limit
101 – 250
251 – 500
500 +

Source: SERPM 7.062

 Employment is increasing in many areas, 
especially near transit stations

 33% increase in employment in the study area 
by 2040

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail



EMERGING CENTERS

31

Population Change
2010 - 2040

City Limit
101 – 250
251 – 500
500 +

Source: SERPM 7.062

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail

 Population is increasing most in:
 Dadeland
 South Miami
 Near Downtown Miami

 25% increase in residents in 
the study area by 2040



SOCIAL EQUITY

32

 Study by FIU 
Metropolitan Center

 High Prosperity 
Initiative 
Neighborhood 
Distress Index
 Poverty
 Unemployment
 Household income
 Education
 Cost burdened 

households
 US 1 has highest 

levels of 
socioeconomic 
distress in the 
county

Colored areas 
indicate highest 
levels of PINDI



COMMUTE MODE

33

 More people working from home and commuting by 
foot, bike, and carpool in US 1 study area than 
county as a whole

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates



COMMUTE MODE

34

% of Workers 
Walking, Biking, or 
Riding Transit to Work

City Limit
11 – 20%
21 – 40%
41% +

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail

 High % of people commuting by foot, bike, & transit
 County Average: 10%
 Highest concentrations:

 UM
 Coconut Grove
 Dadeland



VEHICLE ACCESS

35

Households Without 
Access to a Vehicle

City Limit
1 – 1.5 / ac
1.5 – 2.5 / ac
2.5+ / ac

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail

 Very few households without access to a vehicle
 Most households without access to a vehicle are 

located in close proximity to a Metrorail stop



EMPLOYMENT

106,500 Working Population
(Workers who live + who live & work + 
who commute into the corridor to work)

6% Of County Residents

95,063 
Employees Coming 

into the Study Area to 
Work 

11,392 
Residents Live & Work 

in the Study Area 

49,243 
Residents Leaving the 

Study Area to Work 

10% Of County Jobs

Work Inflow / Outflow (1 mile of Study Corridor)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates
36



WHERE RESIDENTS WORK

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates 37



WHERE EMPLOYEES LIVE

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates 38



TRIP LENGTH
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45%

44%

9%

2%

Trip Length
Short (<3 mi)
Intermediate (3-7 mi)
Long (7-11 mi)
Through (>11 mi)

2% Through Trips

~50% <3 miles

~90% <7 miles

Source: Bluetooth Data Collection, Winter 2016/2017



TRIP LENGTH

40

 Trips 
concentrate 
near:
 Pinecrest
 Palmetto 

Bay
 Dadeland / 

Kendall
 South 

Miami / 
Coral 
Gables

 Downtown 
Miami / 
I 95

AM PEAK

PM PEAKSource: Bluetooth Data Collection, Winter 2016/2017



DRIVING

 AM & PM Peak Travel Conditions
 Travel time in the AM Peak = 45 minutes
 Travel time in the PM Peak = 60 minutes

 Peak Directions:
 Northbound in the AM
 Southbound in the PM

 Almost 65% of all intersections along the corridor 
are at LOS F in the AM Peak

 50% of intersections are at LOS F during the PM 
Peak

 Ponce De Leon Blvd – all intersection operate at 
acceptable LOS except for at SW 42 Ave/Le Jeune 
Rd/Grand Ave – LOS F in the AM Peak and LOS E in 
the PM Peak.



DRIVING

 Other Trip Characteristics

 Just south of Snapper Creek Expressway, AADT 
drops by 30,000. Increases again near Killian 
Pkwy.

 Very low peak-to-day ratio

 I-95/Downtown Miami & Coral Gables are the 
major destinations in the AM Peak

 Many of the PM Peak trips are short trips

 Average Peak Directional Travel Speed = 7 mph



CRASHES + FATALITIES

4343

All Crashes
City Limit
Least
Greatest
Fatality

Source: FDOT CARS, 2011 - 2015

57% Rear End Crashes

28% In Low Lighting

16% From 3-5 PM

28% Aged 20-29

9,851 Crashes
 24 Resulted in an Fatality
 2,120 (22%) Resulted in an Injury

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail



FDOT SAFETY STUDIES 

44

Legend
City Limit
Study Corridor
FDOT Safety 
Studies 

Source: FDOT, 2017

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail

 The whole corridor is considered a High Crash 
Corridor by FDOT

 Safety studies and projects are currently occurring 
along the corridor

 Phase II will link crash analysis to 
current project activity



MULTIMODAL LEVEL OF SERVICE

 MMLOS – ARTPLAN was used to analyze 
bicycle, pedestrian, and transit LOS:

 Bicycle LOS - LOS E east of US 1, LOS B 
west of US 1 (M Path)

 Pedestrian LOS – Poor overall due to 
congested conditions.

 Transit LOS – LOS A due to exclusive 
travel operations.



TRANSIT
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 Both premium 
transit and local 
service are readily 
accessible in the 
study area

Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



TRANSIT
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 Miami-Dade 
County’s SMART 
Plan is looking at 
extending premium 
transit throughout 
the county

 This includes 
looking at 
extending Metrorail 
to Homestead

 Considering 
connections 
between routes

Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



TRANSIT

48

 Most areas within 
the county are 
within a 5 minute 
walk of a bus stop

 The conditions of 
the walk vary 

Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



TRANSIT
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Routes

Average Weekday Service Frequency

(in minutes)
Hours of Operation

Morning 

Peak
Midday

Afternoon 

Peak
Night Start End

Dadeland South to 

Miami
Metrorail 8 8 8 15 5:00AM 12:00AM

500 – Midnight Owl

(follows Metrorail 

alignment, runs after 

Metrorail’s Service 

hours)

N/A N/A N/A 60 12:32AM 5:32AM

Busway to 

Dadeland South
31 – Busway Local 15-20 30 15-20 N/A 4:59AM 8:55PM

34 – Busway Flyer* 10 N/A 5 N/A 4:55AM 8:10PM

38 – Busway MAX 10-25 15 10-15 60 24-hr 24-hr

52 25-30 40 25-30 60 4:33AM 11:55PM

252 – Coral Reef MAX 30 60 20 N/A 5:28AM 9:06PM

287 – Saga Bay MAX 30 N/A 30 N/A 6:00AM 7:25PM

Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



TRANSIT
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 The highest ridership 
stations are:
 Dadeland North
 Dadeland South
 Twice as high as next 

highest stations
 Metrorail Ridership is 

over 2x more than 
service in the Busway

Route
Average Weekday 

Ridership
Metrorail 27,539

31 – Busway Local 1,851
34 – Busway Flyer 2,433
38 – Busway MAX 7,366

52 1,533
287 – Saga Bay 

MAX
376

252 – Coral Reef 
MAX

1,052

500 – Midnight Owl 60
Coral Gables Trolley Not Available

Miami Trolley Not Available
Palmetto Bay IBUS Not Available
University of Miami 

Shuttle
Not Available

Pinecrest People 
Mover

159

Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



TRANSIT
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 High peak demand on Metrorail creates standing 
room only conditions

Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



PARK + RIDE

52

 Park + Ride is 
heavily utilized 
& reaches 
capacity at 
many locations

 Dadeland 
stations (end of 
line) have high 
parking 
demand.

 Walk up / 
transit served 
station are not 
generating 
these levels of 
parking 
demand. Source: Miami-Dade County DTPW, 2017



THE UNDERLINE

53Source: The Underline Framework Plan



WALKING + BICYCLING

54Location: M Path near Dadeland North



WALKING + BICYCLING

55Location: US 1 and Douglas Road Area 



WALKING + BICYCLING

56Location: US 1 Looking onto Douglas Road



WALKING + BICYCLING

57Location: US 1 at Bird Road 



WALKING + BICYCLING

58Location: US 1 at Bird Road 



WALKING + BICYCLING

59Location: US 1 at Bird Road 



WALKING + BICYCLING

60Location: Douglas Road 



WALKING + BICYCLING

61Location: Douglas Road Metrorail Station



BARRIERS + OPPORTUNITIES
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Legend
Express Bus Station
Metrorail Station
Study Area
Park

Barriers to Crossing
Water



BARRIERS + OPPORTUNITIES
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Legend
Express Bus Station
Metrorail Station
Study Area
Park

Barriers to Crossing
Water
Major Roads



BARRIERS + OPPORTUNITIES
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Legend
Express Bus Station
Metrorail Station
Study Area
Park

Barriers to Crossing
Water
Major Roads

Walking & Bicycling Facilities
Bike Lane
Shared Use Path



BARRIERS + OPPORTUNITIES
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Legend
Express Bus Station
Metrorail Station
Study Area
Park

Barriers to Crossing
Water
Major Roads

Walking & Bicycling Facilities
Bike Lane
Shared Use Path

Connectivity Opportunities
Bike Facility Gap



BARRIERS + OPPORTUNITIES
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Legend
Express Bus Station
Metrorail Station
Study Area
Park

Barriers to Crossing
Water
Major Roads

Walking & Bicycling Facilities
Bike Lane
Shared Use Path

Connectivity Opportunities
Bike Facility Gap
Crossing Need



WALKING + BICYCLING CRASHES
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All Crashes
City Limit
Least
Greatest
Fatality

Source: FDOT CARS, 2011 - 2015

7 Fatalities
 6 Pedestrian Fatalities
 1 Bicyclist Fatality

118 Injuries
 83% Resulted in an Injury
 69 Pedestrian Injuries
 49 Bicyclist Injuries

142 Crashes
 57% Involved a Pedestrian
 43% Involved a Bicyclist
 83% Resulted in an Injury

Transit Stops
Busway
Metrorail



NEEDS & OBJECTIVES 
GROUP ACTIVITY6



NEEDS

Increase efficiency of auto trips along US 1

Reduce auto crashes (particularly rear end, 
angle, left-turn and sideswipe crashes) 

Increase safety and convenience for 
pedestrians and bicyclists

Improve access to Metrorail and Metrobus 
by all modes

Support development that attains high walk, 
transit and bicycle use

69



EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

FOCUS ON

MOST VIABLE
SOLUTION

TIERED 
SCREENING

70



ALTERNATIVE SCREENING

Issues, opportunities, goals, 
objectives? Purpose and need?

What are our choices?

What alternatives best meet our 
needs, goals, and objectives?

Which alternatives do we want to 
move forward?

How can we implement the 
study recommendations?

71



DISCUSSION +
QUESTIONS?7

72













































FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT SIX

Project Advisory Team (PAT) Number 2- Meeting Summary 

Project: 

State Road (SR) 5/US 1/Dixie Highway  

From SR 992/SW 152 Street/Coral Reef Drive to SR 9/I-95 

Planning Study 

FDOT Project Manager: 

Tyler Peter 

Purpose of PAT: 

The PAT was scheduled to provide its members the opportunity to be directly engaged in the Planning 

Development phase, as well as provide feedback regarding possible solutions to the traffic conditions 

along the US 1 corridor. PAT members involved include key stakeholders from the community, as well as 

staff from various agencies. 

Date/Time/Location of meeting: 

Wednesday, November 15, 2017, 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Coral Gables War Memorial Youth Center, 

405 University Drive, Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Elected Officials attendees: 

N/A 

Attendees: 

Please view sign-in sheets. 

Media Involvement:  

N/A 



Key items discussed: 

Presentation and Overview: 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn began by introducing herself and explaining the purpose of the meeting 
which is to identify the needs of the US 1 Corridor, with respect to which types of transportation 
improvements should be invested in and why. Ms. Josselyn began with a summary from the last PAT 
meeting that was held on May 24, 2017 and discussion of the needs for US 1 Planning Study moving 
forward. 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn stated that the Florida Department of Transportation & Public Works 
(DTPW) is currently conducting a South Dade Transitway PD&E. She noted that once the PD&E went 
under contract, management at FDOT suggested that the PD&E team focus on US 1 south of Kendall 
Drive and the US 1 planning team focus on US 1 north of Kendall Drive.  

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn noted the Elected Officials briefings that were held in June and stated 
that she received positive feedback from Commissioner Suarez, Commissioner Levine Cava and 
Commissioner Barreiro. Ms. Josselyn also mentioned that the commissioners assisted with the 
outreach for the study be posting on their social media.  

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn described the outreach that was done for this study as a “boots on the 
ground approach” which is used to take the information to the public instead of the traditional public 
meetings. The locations for these workshops were at Shops of Sunset Place, Dadeland North & South 
Metrorail Stations, University of Miami Metrorail Station, Frankie Shannon Rolle Center and the 
Douglas Road Metrorail station. Online surveys were conducted at each location and information was 
distributed to the public. Social media and project business cards were also used to help spread the 
word about the study.  

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn displayed the Metroquest tool that was used to provide the public with 
the survey and discussed the results of each individual section of the survey. Ms. Josselyn added that 
443 total surveys were collected between August 3 - September 9 and over 650 comments were 
received.  

PAT Member: “What is the distance from US 1 that the polling group/response group was from?” 

Jessica Josselyn:  Ms. Josselyn stated “10 to 15 miles from US 1.” 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn discussed the strategy identification and screening process for the US 1 
Planning Study. The first tier is the development of strategies. Tier 2 is analyzing those strategies and 
comparing alternatives for the study. The strategies are localized due to the fact at this is very 
urbanized corridor.  

Nathan Pulido: Mr. Pulido asked if the project team was going to stick with the existing rendering or is 
it flexible?” 

Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn responded that “some strategies are outside of the right-of-way but in 
terms of widening, we are going to walk through everything that we put on the table in context with 
the lane use. Community impact comes into play when we are putting things into the screening 
process.” Ms. Josselyn stated that the screening process begins by identifying four key needs that are 



broken down into specific strategies that are rated high, medium and low. Those needs are classified 
as: 1) Reduce the effects of daily traffic congestion 2) Reduce auto crashes 3) Increase safety and 
convenience for pedestrians & bicyclists 4) Improve access to Metrorail, Metrobus and corridor 
destinations by all modes. 

Mary Raulerson: Ms. Raulerson stated that FDOT adopted its Complete Streets Policy back in 2014. 
Ms. Raulerson explained that the link to land use and transportation solutions is defined by Context 
Classifications. Ms. Raulerson used the graphic in the presentation to explain that most of Miami-Dade 
is classified from a Natural context to an Urban Core context. Ms. Raulerson added that the Context 
Classification will be implemented beginning in January 2018 through the Florida Design Manual 
(FDM). Mary identified that most of US 1 is classified as “Urban General Context (C4)” and “Urban 
Center Context (C5).”  

Mary Raulerson: Ms. Raulerson explained that the design speed in the Context Classification between 
Natural and Urban Core plays a big role because of the high bicycle/pedestrian kill rate. Ms. Raulerson 
added that some of the “given” corridor wide strategies include modifications for pedestrian 
countdown signals and improvements to the existing lighting and also modifications to the pavement 
& markings that include resurfacing, refurbish of pavement markings and revisions to stop bar angles 
for better visibility.  

Mary Raulerson: Ms. Raulerson stated that some of the “strategies under consideration” include: 1) 
Signalization modifications 2) Lane & Geometry Modifications 3) Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 4) 
Other.  

Mary Raulerson: Ms. Raulerson explained that by adding a Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI), this gives 
pedestrians a few extra seconds to cross US 1 before the light turn’s green. The LPI is seen in a lot of 
urban environments across the state. Ms. Raulerson also stated the installation of new signals, 
restriction to low volume right turns, the removal of right turn channels provide a safer opportunity 
for pedestrians, bicyclist and drivers.  

Fabian De La Espriella: Mr. Espriella explained that there is an opportunity between Ponce de Leon 
Boulevard and Red Road to change it from a suburban commercial corridor into a C5 (Urban Center). 
By looking at the existing conditions, Ponce De Leon Boulevard has two lanes in each directions, the 
M-Path (future Underline location) and US 1 with six total lanes, three in each direction. Through 
design, Ponce De Leon can be utilized to have a segment of the corridor going south and use a 
segment of US 1 going north and break the travel lanes to create a main line and a local access road. 
Having the local access road traveling north brings the opportunity for on street parking, wider 
sidewalks and landscape. Mr. Espriella stated that no lanes will be removed from the main lines, 
keeping US 1 with three lanes in each direction. Mr. Espriella added that the local access road can be 
either one or two lanes, which was demonstrated using a graphic from the presentation.    

Mary Raulerson Ms. Raulerson reassured that this an exploratory phase and is for discussion purpose 
only. 

Fabian De La Espriella: Mr. Espriella explained that the second idea would be to have either on street 
parking or only keeping the local access road. The third idea is to keep two lanes on the local access 
road, with on street parking and turning the main line into two lanes going north and two lanes going 
south. 



Jessica Josselyn: Ms. Josselyn closed the meeting by discussing the next steps which include the 
strategy assessment for Kendall Drive, analyze the benefits, impacts and trade offs for the strategies 
that were discussed, gather the input from the evaluation results from FDOT, conduct the second 
phase of public outreach and finalize the list of strategies. Ms. Josselyn anticipated that that study will 
be complete by Spring/Summer 2018. 

 

Action items: 

None. 

Other information / notes: 

None. 



US 1 PROJECT ADVISORY 
TEAM (PAT) MEETING #2

November 15, 2017



AGENDA
Agen
da

1. Introductions and Meeting Purpose

2. Summary of May 24th PAT Meeting #1

3. Overview of Activities Since PAT Meeting #1

4. Tier 2 Strategy Discussion & Working Session

5. Next Steps
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Introductions and Meeting Purpose1



Summary of 

May 24, 2017 PAT Meeting #1
2



PAT MEETING #1

� Discussed vision for 
US 1

� Walked-through:
� Public involvement 

approach
� Existing conditions 

findings
� Bicycle & 

Pedestrian 
� Transit
� Traffic
� Safety
� Land use
� Demographics

� Corridor Needs 
Worksheet Exercise

5



US 1 NEEDS

NEED GOAL

Increase efficiency of auto 
trips along US 1

Manage daily traffic congestion

Reduce auto crashes Promote driver awareness of stopped and turning traffic and 
areas of high levels of bicycle and pedestrian crossing activity

Reduce occurrences of unsignalized turns from mainline US 1 at 
intersections and driveways

Improve Access to 
Metrorail, Metrobus and 
corridor destinations by all 
modes

Promote access to premium transit by all modes, with an 
emphasis on non-motorized modes

Increase reliability of local bus service and reduce the impact of 
area congestion on local transit accessing premium transit 
stations

Increase safety and 
convenience for pedestrians 
& bicyclists

Create a safe and inviting environment for pedestrians

Establish a complete network of safe and attractive bicycling 
facilities

Encourage new 
development and 
redevelopment that attains 
a higher percentage of walk, 
transit and bicycle trip-
making

Encourage real estate investment that helps to builds walkable, 
bike and transit friendly networks and places

Ensure that new development supports transit, bicycling and 
walking for most daily travel

6



Overview of Activities Since 

PAT Meeting #1
3



OVERVIEW
Agen
da

Smart Plan Related Adjustments

Elected Official Briefings & 

Public Outreach

RRR Analysis & Integration

Tier 1 Strategy Identification & 
Screening Process
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SMART PLAN COORDINATION

• DTPW is conducting the 
South Dade Transitway
PD&E 

• FDOT US 1 Study will 
now be conducted in 
two phases

– Phase 1: north of Kendall Dr

– Phase 2: south of Kendall Dr

• Coordination is on-going 
and data and products 
are being shared

– Will determine how the 
planning study may 
help/supplement their 
efforts

9



ELECTED OFFICIALS BRIEFINGS

• Commissioner Suarez: June 27th at 11:00 AM 

– District 7: City of Miami, the City of Coral Gables, the 
City of South Miami, the Village of Pinecrest

• Commissioner Levine Cava: June 27th at 2:30 PM 

– District 8: Pinecrest, Palmetto Bay, and Cutler Bay

• Commissioner Barreiro: June 28th at 2:30 PM

– District 5: City of Miami

10



PHASE 1 PUBLIC OUTREACH

• Focused Message
– Spreading awareness of the study
– Collecting feedback on what’s most important to the public in 

response to the study’s Purpose and Need
– Seeking future involvement

• Conducted in August at the Following Places:
1. Shops at Sunset Place
2. Dadeland North & South Metrorail Stations
3. University of Miami Metrorail Station
4. Frankie Shannon Rolle Center
5. Douglas Road Metrorail Station 

• Used Online Survey Tool: Metroquest
– Collected feedback one-on-one via iPads
– Collected feedback via project website

• Other
– Used social media and project business cards to spread the word

11



US 1 OUTREACH MATERIAL

12



• 443 Surveys Collected between Aug. 3rd – Sept. 9th

• Survey takers were asked:
• How frequently do you use US 1?
• What is your preferred/most frequently used mode of travel?
• What is the primary and secondary purpose you use US 1?
• What are your top priorities in terms of needs?
• Where are your challenges in travelling the corridor? 
• Tell us about yourself and stay involved.

• Findings
• How frequently do you use US 1?

63%

24%

9%

4%

Daily

Few times a week

Few times a month

Rarely

PUBLIC INPUT

13



PUBLIC INPUT

• What is your preferred/most frequently used mode of 
travel?

69%

19%

5%

4%

2%

1%

1%

I mostly drive alone

I mostly take transit

I mostly bike

I mostly carpool

Other

I mostly walk

I mostly use car sharing

programs

14



PUBLIC INPUT

• What do you use US 1 for?

29%

27%
17%

16%

5%
3% 3%

I go to places of entertainment, shopping, recreation and/or

errands along US 1

I use US 1 to get to major expressways such as I-95, SR 826, SR

836, SR 878, etc.

I live along US 1

I work along US 1

I take my children or family to places such as school, healthcare,

or parks

Other: Please provide below

I go to school along US 1

40%

22%

16%

9%

8%

3%
2% I go to places of entertainment, shopping, recreation

and/or errands along US 1

I use US 1 to get to major expressways such as I-95,

SR 826, SR 836, SR 878, etc.

I live along US 1

I work along US 1

I take my children or family to places such as school,

healthcare, or parks

Other: Please provide below

I go to school along US 1

Primary

Secondary

15



PUBLIC INPUT

• What are your top priorities in terms of needs?

High 
Priority

Low 
Priority

16



PUBLIC INPUT

• Where are your challenges in travelling the corridor?

48%

15%

15%

12%

6%
4%

Driving

Walking

Biking

Transit

Development

Misc

17



ONLINE MAP COMMENTS COLLECTED

• 650+ comments received
• Available for distribution to PAT members

18

Example of locations and frequency 
of comments received



ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

8%

27%

25%

25%

11%

4%

18-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70 and up

Age

53%37%

5%
0% 5%

White

Hispanic or

Latino

Black or

African

American
AsianPacific

Islander

Other

Ethnicity
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RRR ANALYSIS & INTEGRATION

FM ID 433455-3-52-01 & 
433455-3-52-02

Riviera Drive to SW 27th Avenue

FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95

20



Tier 1 Strategy Identification & 
Screening Process

Develop long list of strategies & identify feasibility

Package feasible strategies into alternatives

Evaluate & compare alternatives

TIER 1

TIER 2

Identify recommended 
alternative



HOW DID WE SCREEN ALTERNATIVES?

• Rated strategies (High, Medium, Low) based on 
their ability to meet the below needs:

– Reduce the effects of daily traffic congestion

– Reduce auto crashes

– Increase safety and convenience for pedestrians & 
bicyclists

– Improve access to Metrorail, Metrobus and corridor 
destinations by all modes

Objective 1: Reduce signal related congestion

Objective 2: Manage congestion along US 1 for local/shorter distance trips to destinations along US 1

Objective 3: Manage congestion along US 1 for local access to/from regional expressways (I-95, Snapper Creek and Palmetto Expressways)

Objective 4: Provide opportunities for local trip-making without accessing US 1

Rating Explanation 

1
Many intersections signals are operating over capacity 

(v/c ratio = 1.2 - 2.0)

Potential to reduce signal related delay for trips 

along US 1

H Bypass signals and conflicting traffic

PM conditions are the worst; AM conditions are still bad Potential to reduce signal related delay for side 

street trips 

H Remove through traffic from the intersection

Most signals are timed for US 1 throughput - will be 

difficult to get more throughput out of signal timing

Capital Costs Benefit L Construction of large ramps, tunnels and/or bridges

Congested peak will spread Right of Way Impact Benefit L Have to purchase large segments of developed land to allow for 

ramps

Business Access Impact Benefit L Ramps may restrict access to corner businesses

Potential to reduce signal related delay for trips H Long-distance through traffic will be improved. Average vehicle 

Obj # Key Relevant Data/Observations Strat #
Type of Strategies 

Considered
Tier 1 Evaluation Measures

Tier 1 Assessment

Need: Reduce effects of daily traffic congestion

1
Grade Separated 

Intersections

22



NEED #1: REDUCE EFFECTS OF DAILY 
TRAFFIC CONGESTION

Strategies Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving to 
Tier 2?

Grade separated 
intersections

No Potential for high costs and major impacts; 
not compatible with land use plans

Managed lanes No Would reduce access (significant travel 
purpose of US 1), have high costs and 
significant property impacts 

Reversible lanes No Reversible lanes will not be effective because 
the peak period traffic volumes are more 
balanced than warrants this treatment

Reduce SOV Trips via 
carpooling, biking, 
walking, transit

Yes N/A

Consolidate/reduce
access points

Yes N/A

Increase signal efficiency
by reducing left and 
right turns

Yes N/A

Adaptive Traffic Signal 
Controls implementation

Maybe Coordinate current ATSC activities with FDOT

Signing/marking & 
enforcement (i.e. don’t 
block the box)

Yes N/A
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NEED #2: REDUCE AUTO CRASHES

Strategies Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving to 
Tier 2?

Improve existing lighting Yes N/A

Change signal phasing from 
permissive to protected only left turn 
phasing

Yes N/A

Innovative Intersections Yes N/A

Change median opening type along 
US 1

Yes N/A

Provide business access from side 
streets and share access

Yes N/A

Resurface roadway Yes N/A

Refurbish pavement markings and 
striping; revise stop bar angles to 
reduce/eliminate skew (and increase 
visibility)

Yes N/A

Improve Signal Visibility Yes N/A
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NEED #3: INCREASE SAFETY & CONVENIENCE 
FOR PEDESTRIANS & BICYCLISTS

Strategies Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving to 
Tier 2?

Pedestrian overpasses for 
crossing US-1

Yes N/A

Signal timing adjustments to 
meet MUTCD prescribed single-
stage crossing

Yes N/A

Refuge islands through cross-
walk/crossing zone

Yes N/A

Streetscape Improvements Yes N/A

Increase personal safety 
through security cameras 
(coordinate opportunities to do 
this with Project Advisory Team 
(PAT) members)

Maybe Potential to integrate with existing camera 
systems being operated by others (not FDOT)

Change intersection geometry 
to shorten travel pathways

Yes N/A

Remove channelized free-flow 
right turn lanes along US 1 or 
add control where skew requires 
channelization

Yes N/A

Lower progression speed to 
reduce off-peak speeds 

Yes N/A
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NEED #3: INCREASE SAFETY & CONVENIENCE 
FOR PEDESTRIANS & BICYCLISTS (CONT.)

Strategy Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving 
to Tier 2?

Create parallel walking and biking route 
with pedestrian and bicycle scale 
wayfinding along the east of US 1

Yes N/A

Create shared use path (10' min) or 
wider sidewalk adjacent to US1 on east 
side and where M-Path is separated 
from US 1

Yes N/A

Ped connections across US-1 at 1/4-
mile intervals; priority at Metrorail and 
UM; daily shopping and job locations 
(hospital); areas with high bus transfers

Yes N/A

High visibility crosswalks and signage Yes N/A

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon 
(RRFB)

No Unlikely compliance due to limited use 
and impact on 6 lane roadways

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (HAWK) No Unlikely compliance due to limited use 
and impact on 6 lane roadways

Full Signal Yes N/A

Ped in-ground lighting Yes N/A
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NEED #3: INCREASE SAFETY & CONVENIENCE 
FOR PEDESTRIANS & BICYCLISTS (CONT.)

Strategy Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving 
to Tier 2?

Eliminate Right-turn-on-red (RTOR) Yes N/A

Leading pedestrian/bicycle intervals 
(LPI/LBI)

Yes N/A

Eliminate Permissive Left-turns Yes N/A

Pedestrian countdown signals Yes N/A

High visibility crosswalks and signage Yes N/A

Separated bike facility along east side 
of US 1 (may be achieved through 
parallel network rather than on-street 
bike lane)

Yes N/A

Local street network connections to 
support access to M-Path

Yes N/A

Connected system of protected bike
lanes on local and FDOT cross streets

Yes N/A
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NEED #3: INCREASE SAFETY & CONVENIENCE 
FOR PEDESTRIANS & BICYCLISTS (CONT.)

Strategy Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving to 
Tier 2?

Frequent 
safe/comfortable/convenient 
crossings of US 1 to M-Path 
(controlled, low-stress) using 
bike focused (green in conflict 
areas) signing and marking 
(include bike boxes)

Yes N/A

Informative way-finding system Yes N/A

Quality bike storage/parking at 
stations and perhaps other 
areas

Yes N/A

Expand Bikeshare locations Yes N/A
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NEED #4: IMPROVE ACCESS TO METRORAIL, 
METROBUS & DESTINATIONS BY ALL MODES

Strategy Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for 
not moving 
to Tier 2?

Smart Parking technology management (space 
reservation, tracking, fare collection)

Yes N/A

Advanced parking signage (i.e. on Kendall drive and US-1 
south of Dadeland) to maximize use of off-site parking

Yes N/A

Manage parking pricing to incentivize access by non-auto 
modes 

Yes N/A

Develop policy to structure parking at 70% full as part of 
TOD redevelopment planning with off-peak sharing of 
parking supply

Yes N/A

Support expansion of local circulators to major 
destinations including along US 1; shuttles from new 
park & Ride lot locations/shared use shopping centers

Yes N/A

Increase/improve bike parking at Metrorail stations Yes N/A

Improve connectivity to regional trails that are adjacent 
and/or run parallel to the corridor within the bikeshed

Yes N/A

Improve intersections adjacent to Metrorail stations with 
high-visibility crosswalks, pedestrian refuge areas and 
pedestrian signal heads

Yes N/A
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NEED #4: IMPROVE ACCESS TO METRORAIL, METROBUS & 
DESTINATIONS BY ALL MODES (CONT)

Strategy Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not 
moving to Tier 2?

Remove exclusive right-turns or slow down right 
turn access to cross-streets along corridor 

Yes N/A

Add lighting along M-Path corridor between 
Metrorail stations 

Yes N/A

Add way-finding along corridor providing 
directions to Metrorail stations and daily 
destinations 

Yes N/A

Increase pedestrian and bicycle access to the M-
Path and Metrorail stations from adjacent 
neighborhoods, commercial and retail locations

Yes N/A

Complete Streets/Network Treatments on local 
roads adjacent to and connecting to Metrorail 
stations 

Yes N/A

Increase the number of pedestrian access points 
between Metrorail and adjacent destinations along 
US 1 between stations

Yes N/A

Add Citi-bike to all stations in combination with 
expanded marked bicycle network

Yes N/A

Provide seating and shade at bus zones within all 
Metrorail stations

Yes N/A
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NEED #4: IMPROVE ACCESS TO METRORAIL, METROBUS & 
DESTINATIONS BY ALL MODES (CONT)

Strategy Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving 
to Tier 2?

Provide bus passenger load 
zones/stations on PM Peak transfers 
from Metrorail to buses. 

Yes N/A

Provide transit preferential treatments 
for local buses to access Metrorail 

Yes N/A

Sign and enforce "Don't block the box" Yes N/A
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Tier 2 Strategy Discussion & 
Working Session4



FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95

33

FDOT CONTEXT CLASSIFICATION

• FDOT Complete Streets Policy – Adopted 2014

• Defined Context Classifications that link land use and 
transportation solutions

• Context Classification implemented through Florida 
Design Manual (FDM) – beginning January 2018

C1-
Natural

C2-
Rural

C2T-Rural 
Town

C3R-
Suburban 
Residential

C3C-
Suburban 

Commercial

C4-Urban 
General

C5-Urban 
Center

C6-Urban 
Core



US 1 Context Classification
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FDOT Context 
Classification

Segment Limit
C4 – Urban General

C5 – Urban Center

Source: Kittelson & Associates, Inc.

Segment Context

Kendall Dr. to SW 80th St. C5 - Urban Center

SW 80th St. to SW 62nd Ave. C4 - Urban General

SW 62nd Ave. to Granada Blvd. C5 - Urban Center

Granada Blvd. to SW 42nd Ave C4 - Urban General

SW 42nd Ave. to  SW 37th Ave. C5 – Urban Center

SW 37th Ave to I-95 C4 – Urban General



FDOT CONTEXT CLASSIFICATION LINKS 
CONTEXT AND DESIGN SPEED

FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95
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Context Classification

Allowable Design 

Speed Range for 

Non-SIS (mph)

Minimum 

Design 

Speed for 

SIS (mph)

C1-Natural 55-70 65

C2-Rural 55-70 65

C2T-Rural Town 25-45 40

C3-Suburban 35-55 50

C4-Urban General 30-45 45

C5-Urban Center 25-35 35

C6-Urban Core 25-30 30



“GIVEN” CORRIDOR-WIDE STRATEGIES

FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95

Signalization & Lighting 
Modifications

Pedestrian countdown 
signals

Improve existing lighting

Pavement & Markings 
Modifications

Signing/marking & enforcement 
(i.e. don’t block the box)

Resurfacing

Refurbish pavement markings; 
revise stop bar angles to increase 

visibility
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STRATEGY “FAMILIES” UNDER 
CONSIDERATION

Signalization 
Modifications

Leading pedestrian 
intervals

New Signalized (mid-
block crossing & 
intersections)

Adjust signal timing to 
provide adequate 

pedestrian crossing times

Use signal timing to 
reduce off-peak travel 

speeds

Improve signal visibility

Lane & Geometry 
Modifications

Right-turn restrictions 

Right-turn 
channelization 

removals

Left-turn restrictions and 
reassignment (alternative 

intersections)

Boulevard treatments

Consolidate/reduce/ 
organize access points & 

median openings
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STRATEGY “FAMILIES” UNDER 
CONSIDERATION (CONT.)

38

Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments

Provide pedestrian overpasses

Create parallel walking and 
bicycling routes (with wayfinding) 

along the east side of US 1

Local street network connections 
to support access to the 

Underline

Create shared use path or wider 
sidewalks on east side of US 1 

In-ground pedestrian lighting

Quality bike storage/parking at 
transit stations and other areas

Expand bikeshare locations 

Improve connectivity to regional 
trails within bikeshed of corridor

Other

Smart Parking technologies 
and signage

Add lighting along the 
Underline between metro rail 

stations

Provide seating and shade at 
bus stops near Metrorail 

stations

Provide bus passenger load 
zones/stations on PM peak 
transfers from metro rail to 

buses



LEADING PEDESTRIAN INTERVAL

• Add a leading pedestrian interval (LPI) to the 
signal timing to cross US 1. This gives the 
pedestrian a few extra seconds to enter the 
crosswalks before cross street vehicles receive 
the green light. 

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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NEW SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

• Install signal at existing intersection to provide 
additional safe crossing opportunities for peds, 
bikes and autos; and to distribute left-turns 
through the network

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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RIGHT TURN RESTRICTIONS

• Prohibit low-volume right turns to improve 
safety for peds, bikes and autos

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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REMOVE CHANNELIZED RIGHT TURNS

• Remove channelized right turns and prohibit 
right turns where volume is low to improve 
pedestrian and bicycle safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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REMOVE LEFT TURN LANES AND 
REASSIGN MOVEMENTS

• Remove left turns to reallocate signal timing 
where other network opportunities exist

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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REMOVE LEFT TURN LANES AND 
REASSIGN MOVEMENTS

• Alternative intersection concept – “Jug Handle”

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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SHIFT TURN CHANNEL STRIPING LEFT

• Shift stripes in right-turn channel from access 
roads to the left to force drivers to the outside 
and reduce curb damage from vehicle tracking

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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RIGHT-IN, RIGHT-OUT ONLY

• Convert an unsignalized side street to a right-
in, right-out only intersection to improve auto 
safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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Exhibit B

Ponce De Leon Blvd. US 1M Path

BOULEVARD CONCEPTS

Ponce De Leon Blvd. US 1M Path

47

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 

US 1 Existing Typical Section between SW 42nd Ave and S. Red Road



C5 Context Classification - Boulevard Idea # 1

US 1 SOUTH - BETWEEN SW 42ND 
AVE AND S. RED RD

Exhibit B
*Sketches illustrate boulevard exploratory phase for discussion purposes only.
*Fatal Flaw Analysis to be completed for Intersections and access / pedestrian and 
bicycle crossings / lane arrangements for local access road and main line.

Main Line Main Line

Local 
Access 
Road

Local 
Access 
Road

The Underline
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C5 Context Classification - Boulevard Idea # 2

US 1 SOUTH - BETWEEN SW 42ND 
AVE AND S. RED RD

Exhibit B
*Sketches illustrate boulevard exploratory phase for discussion purposes only.
*Fatal Flaw Analysis to be completed for Intersections and access / pedestrian and 
bicycle crossings / lane arrangements for local access road and main line.

Main Line Main Line

Local Access
Road

Local Access Road
The Underline
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C5 Context Classification - Boulevard Idea # 3

US 1 SOUTH - BETWEEN SW 42ND 
AVE AND S. RED RD

Exhibit B
*Sketches illustrate boulevard exploratory phase for discussion purposes only.
*Fatal Flaw Analysis to be completed for Intersections and access / pedestrian and 
bicycle crossings / lane arrangements for local access road and main line.

Main Line Main Line

Local Access
Road

Local Access Road
The Underline
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ADD PEDESTRIAN REFUGE

• Adding pedestrian refuges to improve 
pedestrian and bicycle safety crossing large 
intersections

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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INSTALL NEW CROSSWALK

• Install new crosswalk where a crosswalk is not 
present today to improve ped and bike safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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INSTALL NEW SIGNALIZED MID-BLOCK 
CROSSING

• Install new signalized mid-block crosswalk to 
improve pedestrian mobility and safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 

900’ to SW 22nd Ave 1,900’ to SW 17th Ave
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EXTEND BIKE LANE (GREEN SKIP MARKS) 
THROUGH INTERSECTION

• Extend existing bike lane through the 
intersection with green skip marks to improve 
bike safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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ADD GREEN CROSSWALKS AT TRAIL 
CROSSINGS

• Install a wide green trail crossing at trail 
crossings along the M-path to improve bike 
safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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INSTALL TWO-STAGE LEFT TURN BOX

• Add green box that serves as a visible staging 
area for bicycles travelling on the cross street to 
make a left turn in two stages – to improve bike 
safety and visibility

Visual Example

Source: ArchitectureChicago Blog

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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CURB EXTENSIONS

• Extend curb at crossing, for side street with  
on-street parking to improve auto and ped
safety

Visual Example

Signalization Modifications Lane Modifications Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 
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Next Steps5



NEXT STEPS

• Complete strategy assessment to Kendall Drive

– December 2017

• Analyze benefits, impacts and trade-offs of 
strategies/alternatives

– January 2018

• Gather input on evaluation results from FDOT 
and PAT  

– February 2018

• Conduct phase II public outreach

– March 2018

• Finalize list of strategies/alternatives to move 
forward

– April/May 2018
59



11/15/2017 

Strategy Type 
Questions/ 

Concerns 

Potential 

Candidate 

Locations 

Implementer/ 

Partner 

Key Information 

Needed to Understand 

Trade-offs 

Signalization 

New signals (midblock & 
intersections) 

  

Leading pedestrian interval   

Adjust signal timing to provide 
adequate pedestrian crossing 
time 

Use signal timing to reduce off-
peak travel speeds 

Improve signal visibility 

Lane & Geometry Modifications 

Right turn restrictions   

Right turn channelization 
removals 

      

Left turn restrictions       

Boulevard treatments       

Consolidate/reduce/ organize 
access points and median 
openings 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments 

Provide pedestrian overpass       

Create parallel walking & 
bicycling routes (with 
wayfinding) along the east side 
of US 1 
 
Local street network connections 
to support access to the 
Underline 

      

Connected system of protected 
bike lanes on local and FDOT 
cross streets 

      

Create shared use path or wider 
sidewalks on east side of US 1 

      

In-ground pedestrian lighting       

Quality bike storage/parking at 
transit stations and other 
locations 

Expand Bike Share locations 

Improve connectivity to regional 
trails within bikeshed of corridor 

Other 

Smart parking technology 
application and parking signage 

Add lighting along the Underline 
corridor 

Provide seating and shade at bus 
stops near Metrorail stations 

Provide bus passenger loading 
zones/stations to accommodate 
PM peak transfers from Metrorail 
to buses 

US 1 PROJECT ADVISORY TEAM (PAT) MEETING #2 
STRATEGIES WORKSHEET & DISCUSSION 







www.dot.state.fl.us 

 

Florida Department of Transportation 
 

RICK SCOTT 

GOVERNOR 
1000 NW 111 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172-5800 

MIKE DEW 

SECRETARY 

 

October 26, 2017 
 
  

Subject:  Request for Participation on Project Advisory Team for  
State Road (SR) 5/US 1/Dixie Hwy Corridor Study from 
south of SR 94/SW 88 Street/Kendall Drive to SR 9/I-95 
Project Advisory Team (PAT) Meeting #2 

 
 

      Dear Agency Representative: 
 
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District Six will hold its second PAT 
meeting to discuss the screening of various alternatives along the facility from south 
of SR 94/SW 88 St/Kendall Drive to SR 9/I-95 in Miami-Dade County, Florida. 
 
This meeting will provide an opportunity for you to be directly engaged in the corridor 
planning process by providing input on potential solutions to the existing conditions 
along the US 1 corridor. 
  
The PAT is scheduled to occur on Wednesday, November 15, 2017 from 1:30 p.m. - 
4 p.m. at the Coral Gables War Memorial Youth Center, 405 University Drive, Coral 
Gables, Florida 33134.  
 
Your participation and cooperation in this effort is encouraged and appreciated. If you 
have any questions concerning this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(305) 470-5393 or at tyler.peter@dot.state.fl.us. 
 
Please RSVP by Friday, November 3, 2017.  
 
 

 
Sincerely, 

 
 

Tyler Peter 
Project Manager 

mailto:tyler.peter@dot.state.fl.us


	
FLORIDA	DEPARTMENT	OF	TRANSPORTATION	DISTRICT	SIX	

Project	Advisory	Team	(PAT)	Number	3			

Meeting	Summary	–	Village	of	Pinecrest		
Project:	

State	Road	(SR)	5/US	1/Dixie	Highway		

From	SR	992/SW	152	Street/Coral	Reef	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95		

Planning	Study	

FDOT	Project	Manager:	

Elizabeth	Stacey		

	

Purpose	of	PAT:	

	

Date/Time/Location	of	meeting:	

	

Elected	Officials	attendees:	

N/A	

Attendees:	

Please	view	sign-in	sheets.	

Media	Involvement:			

The	Florida	Department	of	Transportation	(FDOT)	District	Six	held	its	third	round	of	Project	Advisory	
Team	meetings	to	discuss	the	draft	final	list	of	strategies	being	considered	along	US	1	from	SR	94/SW	88	
St/Kendall	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95	in	Miami-Dade	County,	Florida.	This	meeting	provided	an	opportunity	for	
you	to	be	directly	engaged	in	the	corridor	planning	process	by	providing	input	on	potential	solutions	to	
the	existing	conditions	along	the	US	1	corridor. 
	

Monday,	August	27,	2018,	4	p.m.			

Pinecrest	Municipal	Center	-	12645	Pinecrest	Parkway,	Pinecrest,	Florida	33156	–	Third	Floor		
	



N/A	

	

	

	

Key	items	discussed:	

Brief	summary	of	feedback	received	at	the	meeting:	
• Consider	improving	aesthetics	throughout	the	corridor	

o Village	staff	pointed	the	team	to	their	Comprehensive	Plan	and	Pedestrian/Bicycle	
Masterplan	

• Village	staff	stated	cross	access	easements	are	actively	being	requested.	Staff	stated	they	
would	share	their	agreement	language	with	the	US	1	team.	

• Village	staff	mentioned	an	intersection	study	conducted	by	FIU	that	have	applicable	
recommendations.	Staff	stated	they	would	share	the	study	with	the	US	1	team.	

• MDX	staff	asked	if	turbo	lanes	were	being	considered	along	US	1	between	68th	Court	and	
67th	Avenue	

o Dual	eastbound	left-turn	lanes	were	the	teams	recommendation	to	mitigate	
congestion	at	67th	Avenue	

• The	US	1	team	was	going	to	follow-up	with	the	Bluetooth	data	results	for	trip	length.	Below	is	
a	snapshot	of	the	findings	in	the	existing	conditions	report:	
	

	

	
	
	



	

Action	items:	

Jessica	Joselyn	sent	an	email	to	the	team	on	September	17,	2018	recapping	the	meeting	and	provided	all	
documents	via	the	Kittelson	FTP	site.		

Other	information	/	notes:	

None.	



	
FLORIDA	DEPARTMENT	OF	TRANSPORTATION	DISTRICT	SIX	

Project	Advisory	Team	(PAT)	Number	3			

Meeting	Summary	–	City	of	South	Miami		
Project:	

State	Road	(SR)	5/US	1/Dixie	Highway		

From	SR	992/SW	152	Street/Coral	Reef	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95		

Planning	Study	

FDOT	Project	Manager:	

Elizabeth	Stacey		

	

Purpose	of	PAT:	

	

Date/Time/Location	of	meeting:	

	

Elected	Officials	attendees:	

N/A	

Attendees:	

Please	view	sign-in	sheets.	

Media	Involvement:			

N/A	

The	Florida	Department	of	Transportation	(FDOT)	District	Six	held	its	third	round	of	Project	Advisory	
Team	meetings	to	discuss	the	draft	final	list	of	strategies	being	considered	along	US	1	from	SR	94/SW	88	
St/Kendall	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95	in	Miami-Dade	County,	Florida.	This	meeting	provided	an	opportunity	for	
you	to	be	directly	engaged	in	the	corridor	planning	process	by	providing	input	on	potential	solutions	to	
the	existing	conditions	along	the	US	1	corridor. 
	

Monday,	August	27,	2018,	2	p.m.			

City	Hall,	6130	Sunset	Drive,	South	Miami,	FL	33143	



	

	

	

Key	items	discussed:	

Brief	summary	of	feedback	received	at	the	meeting:	

• Overall	very	supportive	of	the	list	of	strategies	and	overall	direction	of	the	project	
• There	have	been	a	number	of	recent	pedestrian	fatalities	along	US	1:	2017	–	4	and	2018	–	3	

fatalities	reported.	
o The	City	supports	pedestrian	and	cyclist	roadway	crossing	strategies	including	

pedestrian	bridges	
• There	is	a	big	focus	on	the	Shops	at	Sunset	Place	redevelopment	

o A	pedestrian	study	was	conducted	by	the	developer	that	may	be	helpful	to	the	study	
team	

• Special	attention	should	be	given	to	the	following	intersections	along	US	1	in	terms	of	
pedestrian	crossings	due	to	the	surrounding	elderly	populations	and	parks:	

o 57th	Ave,	62nd	Ave,	65th	Ave,	70th	St,	Sunset	Dr	and	73rd	(Sunset	and	57th	are	the	
1st	and	2nd	priorities,	respectively)	

• Along	US	1	from	80th	to	62nd	the	lights	are	out	and	need	to	be	replaced	
• US	1/Sunset	Dr	EB	crosswalks	are	too	close	to	the	road	
• Maintain	right-turn	movements	along	US	1	at	62nd	Ave	and	57th	Ave	
• Wayfinding	for	pedestrians	is	needed	
• Provide	midblock	crossing	for	the	Elks	Lodge	(Elks	Lodge	is	located	just	south	of	US	1	near	78th	

St)	
• An	idea	was	shared	regarding	the	installation	of	railroad	crossing	gates	for	managing	left-turn	

and	right-turn	movements	
• The	70th	St	local	sharrow	network	was	supported	

	
	
Action	items:	

Jessica	Joselyn	sent	an	email	to	the	team	on	September	18,	2018	recapping	the	meeting	and	provided	all	
documents	via	the	Kittelson	FTP	site.		

Other	information	/	notes:	

None.	



	
FLORIDA	DEPARTMENT	OF	TRANSPORTATION	DISTRICT	SIX	

Project	Advisory	Team	(PAT)	Number	3			

Meeting	Summary	–	City	of	Miami			
Project:	

State	Road	(SR)	5/US	1/Dixie	Highway		

From	SR	992/SW	152	Street/Coral	Reef	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95		

Planning	Study	

FDOT	Project	Manager:	

Elizabeth	Stacey		

	

Purpose	of	PAT:	

	

Date/Time/Location	of	meeting:	

	

Elected	Officials	attendees:	

N/A	

Attendees:	

Please	view	sign-in	sheets.	

Media	Involvement:			

N/A	

The	Florida	Department	of	Transportation	(FDOT)	District	Six	held	its	third	round	of	Project	Advisory	
Team	meetings	to	discuss	the	draft	final	list	of	strategies	being	considered	along	US	1	from	SR	94/SW	88	
St/Kendall	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95	in	Miami-Dade	County,	Florida.	This	meeting	provided	an	opportunity	for	
you	to	be	directly	engaged	in	the	corridor	planning	process	by	providing	input	on	potential	solutions	to	
the	existing	conditions	along	the	US	1	corridor. 
	

Wednesday,	August	29,	2018,	1:30	p.m.			

City	of	Miami,	Office	of	Capital	Improvements,	444	S.W.	2nd	Avenue,	8th	FL,	Miami,	FL	33130	
	



Key	items	discussed:	

Brief	summary	of	feedback	received	at	the	meeting:	
• Supports	improving	aesthetics	along	the	corridor	
• Supports	at-grade	crossings.	Does	not	support	pedestrian	bridges.	
• Recommended	leaving	Bridgeport	Ave	as	is	–	an	intersection	reconfiguration	has	already	

moved	forward	
• Provide	a	gateway	feature	and	branding	along	the	corridor	(e.g.,	the	study	flamingo	logo)	
• 22nd	Ave	bike	lanes	are	not	fully	funded	but	there	is	a	plan	for	them	
• Local	street	cut-through	is	the	biggest	complaint	from	the	community	
• It	was	asked	that	the	ATMS	pedestrian	clearance	intervals	be	double-checked	
• Any	changes	to	16th	Avenue	will	need	to	go	through	the	City	office	for	

director/management-level	review.	
o City	of	Miami	staff	was	going	to	provide	the	US	1	team	documentation	on	this	topic	

	

	
	

Action	items:	

Jessica	Joselyn	sent	an	email	to	the	team	on	September	17,	2018	recapping	the	meeting	and	provided	all	
documents	via	the	Kittelson	FTP	site.		

Other	information	/	notes:	

None.	



	
FLORIDA	DEPARTMENT	OF	TRANSPORTATION	DISTRICT	SIX	

Project	Advisory	Team	(PAT)	Number	3			

Meeting	Summary	–	Miami-Dade	County	–		

Department	of	Tranportation	and	Public	Works		(DTPW)	
Project:	

State	Road	(SR)	5/US	1/Dixie	Highway		

From	SR	992/SW	152	Street/Coral	Reef	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95		

Planning	Study	

FDOT	Project	Manager:	

Elizabeth	Stacey		

	

Purpose	of	PAT:	

	

Date/Time/Location	of	meeting:	

	

Elected	Officials	attendees:	

N/A	

Attendees:	

Please	view	sign-in	sheets.	

The	Florida	Department	of	Transportation	(FDOT)	District	Six	held	its	third	round	of	Project	Advisory	
Team	meetings	to	discuss	the	draft	final	list	of	strategies	being	considered	along	US	1	from	SR	94/SW	
88	St/Kendall	Drive	to	SR	9/I-95	in	Miami-Dade	County,	Florida.	This	meeting	provided	an	opportunity	
for	you	to	be	directly	engaged	in	the	corridor	planning	process	by	providing	input	on	potential	
solutions	to	the	existing	conditions	along	the	US	1	corridor. 
	

Wednesday,	August	29,	2018,	10	a.m.				

Stephen	P.	Clark	Government	Center,	15th	Floor	Back	Conference	Room,	111	Northwest	1st	Street,	
Miami,	FL	33130	



Media	Involvement:			

N/A	

Key	items	discussed:	

Brief	summary	of	feedback	received	at	the	meeting:	
• County	staff	would	like	to	see	pedestrian	bridges	remain	as	an	optional	strategy	
• County	staff	have	implemented	an	adaptive	signal	system	from	SW	98th	St	to	SW	16th	Ave	

o Signal	timing	and	phasing	strategies	need	to	be	discussed	with	the	County	–	most	may	
move	to	the	“No-Build”	scenario	

• County	has	a	specific	process	for	implementing	and	maintaining	sharrows.	If	a	sharrow	
doesn’t	meet	their	requirements	it	will	be	the	Cities	responsibility.	

• The	Underline	will	be	providing	lighting	and	amenities	along	the	path	
• Pedestrian	detectors	may	be	a	helpful	feature	at	intersections/crossings	
• Strategies	relating	to	right-turn	and	left-turn	restrictions	may	not	be	by	some	partners	

however	they	are	recommended	to	be	further	assessed	for	safety	reasons	
• 	County	staff	would	like	the	operational	and	safety	strategies	at	SW	16th	Avenue	to	be	

reassessed	(i.e.,	restrict	the	EB	left	turn	from	SW	16	Ave	to	improve	the	NB	traffic	progression	
on	US	1)	

• The	group	asked	that	level	and	cost	of	maintenance	be	considered	when	assessing	the	
feasibility	of	strategies	

• Metrorail	Station	related	comments	included:		
o Relook	at	the	proposed	sharrow	network	(i.e.,	does	it	connect	origins	and	

destinations,	are	routes	duplicative,	etc.)	
o Relook	at	inground	pedestrian	lighting	recommendations	to	ensure	they	meet	

MUTCD,	etc.	
o Bike	cages	are	not	well	used	currently.	They	tend	to	be	more	used	when	near	security	

areas.	White	is	the	preferred	color.	
o County	staff	are	looking	into	implementing	bike	valets/garages	
o Bike	share	is	not	allowed	within	the	ROW	
o Parking	technology	is	already	being	implemented	

• Wayfinding	should	be	part	of	the	recommendations	
	

	
	

Action	items:	

Jessica	Joselyn	sent	an	email	to	the	team	on	September	18,	2018	recapping	the	meeting	and	provided	all	
documents	via	the	Kittelson	FTP	site.		

	

	

	

	



	

Other	information/notes:	

	

		

Follow-up	comment	from	Irene	D	Hegedus,	Chief,	Miami-Dade	Transportation	Enhancements,	on	
September	18,	2018:	I	for	one,	I	am	concerned	about	bullet	#6:		strategies	relating	to	right-turn	and	left-
turn	restrictions.		I	believe	that	traffic	engineering	is	looking	at	this	from	a	movement	and	capacity	and	
we	are	looking	at	this	from	a	safety	perspective.		If	we	are	going	to	be	multi-modal	County,	we	must	be	
able	to	improve	safety.		As	previously	discussed	with	FDOT,	The	Underline	and	its	masterplan	is	in	full	
support	of	restrictions	in	order	to	slow	down	the	speed	at	the	crossings	and	provide	better	
visibility.		Each	intersection	needs	to	be	evaluated	by	its	own	merits	and	where	possible	restrictions	
imposed.	
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FDOT Context Classification
Segment Limit
C4 – Urban General 

(30-45 MPH Allowable Design Speed Range)

C5 – Urban Center 

(25-35 MPH Allowable Design Speed Range)

STUDY AREA

2
Source: Kittelson & Associates, Inc.

Traverses the following 
communities and jurisdictions:

 City of Miami
 City of Coral Gables
 City of South Miami
 Community of Kendall
 Village of Pinecrest

 Town of Cutler Bay
 City of Homestead
 Florida City

Serves the following 
communities south of the study 
limits:



SMART PLAN COORDINATION

• DTPW is conducting 
the South Dade 
Transitway PD&E 

• FDOT US 1 Study will 
focus from Kendall 
Drive north

• Coordination is on-
going and data and 
products were shared

3



AGENDA
Agen
da

1. Introductions and Meeting Purpose

2. Summary of Previous PAT Meetings

3. Summary of Integration with RRR Projects

4. Proposed Strategy Packages Discussion

5. Next Steps
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Introductions and Meeting Purpose1



MEETING PURPOSE

 Regroup and provide an 
update on the project

 Gather feedback on 
proposed strategy 
packages
 Identify key standalone 

project opportunities
 Unknown 

implementation 
timeline

 PAT Members debrief 
their Elected Officials 
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Summary of 

Previous PAT Meetings
2



PAT MEETING #1 (MAY 2017)

 Discussed PAT member visions for US 1
 Walked-through project scope
 Walked-through existing conditions
 Identified corridor Needs

8

CORRIDOR NEEDS IDENTIFIED

Reduce the effects of daily traffic congestion

Reduce auto crashes

Improve access to Metrorail, Metrobus and 
corridor destinations by all modes

Increase safety and convenience for pedestrians 
& bicyclists



PUBLIC OUTREACH (AUGUST 2017)

• Focused Message
– Spreading awareness of the study
– Collecting feedback on what’s most 

important to the public in response to the 
study’s Purpose and Need

– Seeking future involvement

• Conducted at the following locations:
1. Shops at Sunset Place
2. Dadeland North & South Metrorail 

Stations
3. University of Miami Metrorail Station
4. Frankie Shannon Rolle Center
5. Douglas Road Metrorail Station 

• Used Online Survey Tool
– Collected feedback one-on-one via iPads
– Collected feedback via project website

• Other
– Used social media and project business 

cards to spread the word

9



• 443 Surveys Collected between Aug. 3rd – Sept. 9th 2017
• 650 comments received

• Survey questions and top answers:
• How frequently do you use US 1?

• 63% daily, 24% few times a week

• What is your preferred/most frequently used mode of travel?
• 69% mostly drive along, 19% mostly take transit

• What is the primary and secondary purpose you use US 1?
• 29% primarily use the corridor for errands, entertainment, shopping, 

etc. (40% secondary use)
• 27% primarily use the corridor to access expressways (22% secondary 

use)

• What are your top priorities in terms of needs?
• Traffic received highest ranking
• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety received second highest ranking

• Where are your challenges in travelling the corridor? 
• 48% driving
• 30% walking and bicycling

PUBLIC RESPONSES OVERVIEW

10



PAT MEETING #2 (NOVEMBER 2017)

 Tier 1 Strategy Identification & Screening Process 
 Tier 2 Strategy Discussion & Working Session

11

Develop long list of strategies & identify feasibility

Package feasible strategies into alternatives

Evaluate & compare alternatives

TIER 1

TIER 2

Identify recommended alternative



HOW DID WE SCREEN ALTERNATIVES?

• Rated strategies (High, Medium, Low) based on 
their ability to meet needs

• Screened over 70 strategies in total

Objective 1: Reduce signal related congestion

Objective 2: Manage congestion along US 1 for local/shorter distance trips to destinations along US 1

Objective 3: Manage congestion along US 1 for local access to/from regional expressways (I-95, Snapper Creek and Palmetto Expressways)

Objective 4: Provide opportunities for local trip-making without accessing US 1

Rating Explanation 

1
Many intersections signals are operating over capacity 

(v/c ratio = 1.2 - 2.0)

Potential to reduce signal related delay for trips 

along US 1

H Bypass signals and conflicting traffic

PM conditions are the worst; AM conditions are still bad Potential to reduce signal related delay for side 

street trips 

H Remove through traffic from the intersection

Most signals are timed for US 1 throughput - will be 

difficult to get more throughput out of signal timing

Capital Costs Benefit L Construction of large ramps, tunnels and/or bridges

Congested peak will spread Right of Way Impact Benefit L Have to purchase large segments of developed land to allow for 

ramps

Business Access Impact Benefit L Ramps may restrict access to corner businesses

Potential to reduce signal related delay for trips H Long-distance through traffic will be improved. Average vehicle 

Obj # Key Relevant Data/Observations Strat #
Type of Strategies 

Considered
Tier 1 Evaluation Measures

Tier 1 Assessment

Need: Reduce effects of daily traffic congestion

1
Grade Separated 

Intersections

12

EXAMPLE OF SCREENING EVALUATION MATRIX



LOW RATED STRATEGIES

Strategies Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving to 
Tier 2?

Grade separated 
intersections

No Potential for high costs and major impacts, not 
compatible with land use plans

Managed lanes No Would reduce access (significant travel 
purpose of US 1), have high costs and 
significant property impacts 

Reversible lanes No Reversible lanes will not be effective because 
the peak period traffic volumes are more 
balanced than warrants this treatment

Boulevard treatment No Major reconstruction required, significant 
delay on side streets with reduced 
connections, reduces access to businesses

Adaptive Traffic Signal 
Controls implementation

Maybe Coordinate current ATSC activities with FDOT

13

NEED #1: REDUCE EFFECTS OF DAILY TRAFFIC CONGESTION

NEED #2: REDUCE AUTO CRASHES

Strategies Moving to Tier 2?

All were moved forward to Tier 2 All strategies



Strategies Moving to 
Tier 2?

Reason for not moving to 
Tier 2?

Increase personal safety Maybe Potential to integrate with existing camera 
systems being operated by others (not FDOT)

Rectangular Rapid Flashing 
Beacon (RRFB)

No Unlikely compliance due to limited use and 
impact on 6 lane roadways

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon 
(HAWK)

No Unlikely compliance due to limited use and 
impact on 6 lane roadways

14

NEED #3: INCREASE SAFETY & CONVENIENCE FOR PEDESTRIANS & 
BICYCLISTS

LOW RATED STRATEGIES (CONT’D)

NEED #4: IMPROVE ACCESS TO METRORAIL, METROBUS & DESTINATIONS 
BY ALL MODES

Strategies Moving to Tier 2?

All were moved forward to Tier 2 All strategies



STRATEGIES MOVED TO TIER 2

FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95

Signalization & Lighting 
Modifications

Pedestrian countdown 
signals

Improve existing lighting

Pavement & Markings 
Modifications

Signing/marking & enforcement 
(i.e. don’t block the box)

Resurfacing

Refurbish pavement markings; 
revise stop bar angles to increase 

visibility

15

• No one-size fits all solutions identified that 
address corridor needs

– Distinct standalone corridor-wide “traditional” 
capacity-focused alternatives were screened out

– Conducted packaging of strategies



STRATEGIES MOVED TO TIER 2 (CONT’D)

Signalization 
Modifications

Leading pedestrian 
intervals

New signalized (mid-
block crossing & 
intersections)

Adjust signal timing to 
provide adequate 

pedestrian crossing times

Use signal timing to 
reduce off-peak travel 

speeds

Improve signal visibility

Lane & Geometry 
Modifications

Right-turn restrictions 

Right-turn 
channelization 

removals

Left-turn restrictions and 
reassignment (alternative 

intersections)

Consolidate/reduce/ 
organize access points & 

median openings

16
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Bicycle/Pedestrian Treatments

Provide pedestrian overpasses

Create parallel walking and 
bicycling routes (with wayfinding) 

along the east side of US 1

Local street network connections 
to support access to the 

Underline

Create shared use path or wider 
sidewalks on east side of US 1 

In-ground pedestrian lighting 
near access to Metrorail

Quality bike storage/parking at 
transit stations and other areas

Expand bikeshare locations 

Improve connectivity to regional 
trails within bikeshed of corridor

Other

Smart Parking technologies 
and signage

Add lighting along the 
Underline between Metrorail 

stations

Provide seating and shade at 
bus stops near Metrorail 

stations

Provide bus passenger load 
zones/stations on PM peak 
transfers from Metrorail to 

buses

STRATEGIES MOVED TO TIER 2 (CONT’D)



Summary of Integration with RRR 
Projects

3



RRR ANALYSIS & INTEGRATION

FM ID 433455-3-52-01 & 
433455-3-52-02

Riviera Drive to SW 27th Avenue

FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95

19



RRR IMPLEMENTED IMPROVEMENTS

• 44 improvements integrated with programmed 
RRRs

– 35 improvements within City of Miami

– 9 improvements within City of Coral Gables

20

Signing and 
striping

71%

Reconstruction 
/ new 

construction
16%

ADA
11%

Signals / 
Operations

2%



Proposed Strategy Packages 
Discussion4



PROPOSED STRATEGIES OVERVIEW

• Needs directly guided the project team in the identification 
of proposed strategies/improvements along the corridor:
(1) efficiency of auto trips
(2) reduction of crashes
(3) transit access improvements for all modes
(4) safety & convenience for pedestrians/bicyclists

• Strategies were packaged to maximize ease of future 
phases and implementation should they move forward
– SAFETY 
– SIGNALS/OPERATIONS 
– RECONSTRUCTION/NEW CONSTRUCTION  
– SIGNING AND STRIPING  
– MAINTENANCE 
– RESURFACING (RRR) 
– TRANSIT/PARK & RIDE 
– ADA  
– EDUCATION / ENFORCEMENT  
– PRIVATE FUNDING 

• Over 330 strategies identified 

22



PROPOSED STRATEGIES STATISTICS

• By strategy type

23

Note: Overlap exists between categories when calculating totals



PROPOSED STRATEGIES STATISTICS

• By Context Classification

24

Note: Overlap exists between categories when calculating totals



PROPOSED STRATEGIES STATISTICS

• By municipality

25

Note: Overlap exists between categories when calculating totals



TRAFFIC OPERATIONS OVERVIEW

• Existing and 2040 No-Build peak-hour signalized 
intersection performance is well over capacity for the 
majority of signalized intersections

• Impacts to capacity will be greater during the peak-
period than during the off-peak period

26

Peak-hour signalized 
intersection performance 
with the proposed 
improvements 

(2040 Build Scenario)

Improved 

volume-to-

capacity ratios 

(v/c)

5% or less 

degradation in 

v/c

Greater than 5% 

degradation in 

v/c

18% 14%

68%



• 7,092 crashes from Jan 2011 to Dec 2015

– Average per day = 4 crashes

– Cost to society = $648,960 per day1

• Average incident per day: 1.9 hours

Crashes per year 1,275 1,372 1,320 1,563 1,562

CRASHES (NON-RECURRING CONGESTION) 
OVERVIEW

Source: http://www.sunguide.info/sunguide/index.php/tmc_reports/report/2017_district_six_tsmo_annual_report

1 Average crash cost of Moderate Injury of $162,240 per crash (FDOT FDM Table 122.6.2 )
2 Calculated based on the District Six’s historical average annual roadway clearance per year 
from 2011-2015 27
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Intersection Type /

Number along 

Corridor

Crash Frequency

Signalized / 28

Min 11

Average 190

Median 212

Max 494

Unsignalized / 29

Min 6

Average 43

Median 35

Max 123
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SAFETY PERFORMANCE: APPLICABLE 
CMFS*

• Increase pedestrian crossing times
• Leading pedestrian interval
• Install pedestrian countdown signals
• Change sidewalk width from X to Y
• Provide intersection illumination
• Resurfacing
• Increase clearance intervals (Yellow + All Red)
• Upgrade existing markings to wet-reflective pavement 

markings
• Change right-turn lane geometry to increase line of sight 
• Area-wide or corridor-specific traffic calming
• Install raised crosswalk
• Install crosswalk on one minor approach
• High visibility crosswalks
• Retroreflective backplates
• Change from permitted or permitted-protected to protected
• Advance warning signs

30
* The applicable Crash Modification Factors (CMFs) should be applied to the relevant crash types at the 

intersection.



PROPOSED STRATEGY DISCUSSION

• Review roll plots

• PAT members to provide feedback

– Stand alone project opportunities?

– Project conflicts?

– Project priorities?

– Neighborhood/community background?

FM ID 433455-3-52-01 & 
433455-3-52-02

Riviera Drive to SW 27th Avenue

FM ID 433455-4-52-01 

SW 26th Avenue to I-95
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Next Steps5



NEXT STEPS

• FDOT team to conduct meetings with PAT 
Members

– On-going

• PAT Members to debrief their Elected Officials

• FDOT team to conduct public outreach

– September 4th – 8th

• FDOT team to conduct additional coordination 
as needed

• FDOT team to update project deliverables 
based on feedback

• FDOT team to prepare final documentation
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